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Arithmetic}geometric mean algorithm 131 161
Arithmetic}harmonic mean algorithm 131 161
Arti"cial boundary conditions 136 317
Askey scheme 133 579, 623
Associated orthogonal polynomials 133 195, 355
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Asymptotic analysis 133 47, 623
Asymptotic behavior 139 351
Asymptotic behaviour 135 135
Asymptotic expansion 132 387
139 49
Asymptotic expansions 132 409
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Asymptotics 133 141
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Bivariate splines 131 321
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Boundary element method 131 223
Boundary element methods 131 267
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Collocation method 140 381
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Comparison theorems 131 89
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Convection}di!usion equation 138 73
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Convergence of approximants 136 37
Convergence of inconsistent scheme 140 849
Convergence order 134 23
Convergence theory 138 287
Convex 139 299
Convex or concave nonlinearity 131 497
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Coulomb potential 133 23
Coulomb's friction 137 377
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Delay di!erential equations 136 343
Delay-dependent criterion 136 177
Delay-independent stability 135 125
Descartes' rule of signs 133 331
Determinant 136 1
Dicentrarchus labrax 137 331
Di!erence approximation 137 145
Di!erence equation 132 319
Di!erence equations 131 457
133 465
Di!erence formulas 131 89
Di!erence operators 133 567
Di!erential calculus 135 1
Di!erential equations 133 85
137 363
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Di!erential operator 133 183
Di!erential operators 133 231
Di!erential representations 133 283
Di!erential-algebraic equations 137 97
Di!usion 133 373
Digraph approach 136 1
Diplectanum aequans 137 331
Direct methods 140 369
Discontinuity 140 559
Discontinuous functions 131 281
Discontinuous variational equation 138 347
Discrete Fourier analysis 132 431
Discrete Galerkin method 139 49
Discrete orthogonal polynomials 131 427
Discrete random Weyl sampling 139 1
Discrete smoothing D-splines 131 281
Discrete-time analogues 138 1
Discretization 138 347
Displacement structure 138 259
Domain decomposition 137 229
Domain decomposition method 134 283
Domain decomposition methods 134 165
Double basic hypergeometric series 139 65
Double hypergeometric series 139 65
Drug's equation of the di!usion process 140 1
Drum 135 23
Dual formulation 140 245




Eigenvalue problem 132 141
Eigenvalue problems 140 751
Eigenvalues 132 443
135 23
Elbert's conjecture 133 545
Electrostatic interpretation 133 397
Elliptic functions 133 519
Energy conservation 134 37
Energy estimates on multidomains 134 165
Enthalpy formulation 138 347





Equilibrium measure 133 477
Equistage interpolation process 137 279
Erdo s weight 132 357
133 277
137 71
Error analysis 132 83
140 423
Error bound 134 301
Error estimates for the analytic case 134 165
Error estimates 369
Error estimation 135 241
140 291
Error term 140 619
Euclidean facilities location 138 127
Euler gamma function 135 225
Euler methods 131 407
Euler polynomials 139 231
Euler series 136 389
140 659
Euler's method 140 537
Eulerian functions 134 113
Euler}Lagrange equation 135 313
139 197
Exact boundary conditions 138 309
Exact solutions 140 435
Existence and approximation of solutions 136 309
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Existence 136 189
139 351
Existence of solutions 137 331
Expansion coe$cients 139 275
Explicit Runge}Kutta methods 132 95
140 695
Explicit schemes 138 219
Explicit surface 140 559
Exponential accuracy 134 165
Exponential families 133 555
Exponential "tting 132 83, 95
136 343
140 423
Exponential lattices 135 157, 197
Exponential stability 138 1
Exponential-type interpolation 131 65
Exponentiated polynomials 140 315
Extended con#uent hypergeometric di!erential equation 137 177
Extended Frobenius' method 140 773
Extended Gauss quadrature formulae 131 35
Extended quadrature formulas 140 291





hypergeometric polynomials 131 243
FACR 140 369
Factoring method 140 713
Factorization 136 73
Fair curve 138 109
Fair curves 134 69
139 141
Fast algorithm 138 259
Fault detection 140 559
FejeH r theorem 133 635
Fermi}Pasta}Ulam problem 134 37
Fibonacci sequence 132 331
Field of values 138 73
Fifth-order BVP 136 259
Filled function method 137 61
Finite di!erence discretization 140 143
Finite di!erence method 131 473
138 173
139 9
Finite di!erence methods 140 849
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Finite element methods 134 127
139 9
140 727
Finite element solutions 132 255
Finite elements 132 141
134 143
135 241
Finite volume methods 139 9
Finite-di!erence equation 136 227
Finite-di!erence method 134 37
136 337
Finite-element method 136 369
Finite-part integrals 138 51
Fisher's equation 137 245
Fitting method 131 281
Fixed point method 140 245
Fixed point theorem 135 79
139 351
Fixed-point theorem in cones 132 341
Fourier analysis 140 369
Fourier coe$cients 140 837
Fourier series 135 225
140 315
Fourier transform 133 657
Fourier}Bessel transform 133 263
Fourth-order q-di!erence equation 133 355
Fourth-order scheme 138 73
Fredholm equation of the second kind 140 13
Fredholm integral equation 134 191, 259
Fredholm integral equations 139 49
Fredholm}Volterra integral equation (FVIE) 138 273
Free boundary 134 143
Frequency analysis 133 535
139 239
Frequency evaluation 140 423
Freud weight 132 357
133 47, 445
Friction 136 369
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Fully discrete scheme 136 369
137 377
Functional di!erential equation 139 351
Functional equations 136 37
Fundamental matrix 135 1
Fundamental solution 135 313
Fuzzy mappings 138 243
-Convergence 140 185
G transition 138 109
Gabor analysis 133 601
Galerkin BEM 138 51
Galerkin methods 135 241
Galerkin-Collocation method 134 165
Gamma function 133 219, 387
Gauss quadrature formulae 131 35
Gauss quadrature 132 1
139 253
Gauss-quadrature 137 123
Gaussian quadrature rules 140 209
Gaussian random circle 136 109
Gaussian random sphere 136 109
Gauss}Hermite quadrature formulas 140 291
Gauss}Kronrod and Gauss}TuraH n quadrature 133 111
Gauss}Laguerre quadrature formulas 140 291
Gauss}Lobatto formula 132 1
Gauss}Radau formula 132 1
Gegenbauer orthogonal polynomials 133 455
Gegenbauer polynomials 133 195, 489, 579
135 293
Generalized hypergeometric function 132 387
Generalized hypergeometric functions 131 243
133 579
Generalized inverse 137 317
Generalized mixed interpolation 131 65
Generalized nonlinear implicit quasivariational inclusion 138 243
Generalized Schur algorithm 132 71
Generation origin 136 109
Gibbs phenomenon 140 837
Global convergence 138 37
Global optimization 137 61
Global zero "nding 138 325
Globally convergent homotopy method 140 785
GMRES 137 229
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GMRES 140 143
Gold deconvolution 140 639
Graded meshes 138 151
Gradient equations 132 191
Green's second identity 135 313
Grobner basis, exact 134 1
Group theoretic method 140 1
Hankel and block-Hankel matrices 132 71
Hankel determinant 135 41
Harmonic oscillator 133 23
Harmonic Ritz values 138 73
Heat transport equation 132 431
Hermite collocation 140 499
Hermite interpolation 137 71
Hermite polynomials 133 141
Hermite rational interpolation 138 259
Hermite}FejeH r interpolation 137 71
Hermitian positive de"nite matrix 138 287
High-dimensional quadrature 132 33
High-linking algorithm 131 299
High-order scheme 134 59
Hilbert space 138 243
Hilbert spaces 133 85
Hilbert Transform 140 209
Hilbert}klein formulas 135 293
Hopf algebras 133 341
Hopper equation 133 305
Hybrid methods 140 727
Hyperbolic equation 135 79
Hyperbolic 137 1
Hypergeometric functions 135 293
139 299
Hypergeometric orthogonal polynomials 133 623
Hypergeometric polynomials 133 151




Hypersingular BIE 138 51
Hypersingular integral operator 131 267
Image processing 136 123
Implicit ODE 140 695
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Implicit techniques 138 173
Impulsive di!erential equation 131 55
Impulsive di!erential equations 132 399
Impulsive functional di!erential equation 138 205
Indeterminate moment problems 134 13
Index-two systems 137 97
Indicial equations 140 773
Inequalities for zeros 133 331
Inequalities 139 215
Inequality 133 387
Inexact generalized Newton's method 138 37
In"nite domain problems 138 309
In#uence function 140 619
Inf}sup conditions 132 371
Information geometry 131 161
Initial conditions for convergence 136 283
Initial-value problems 132 95
Inner products 133 593
Integrable discretization 139 75
Integrable systems 131 161
Integral equation 135 313
Integral of a product of Bessel functions 132 387
Integral operators 134 23
Integrals 134 113




Interpolatory quadrature formulae 133 507
Interval numerical analysis 136 271
Interval polynomial 136 271
Invariant region 136 163
Invariant theory 132 15
Inverse problems 140 639
Inversion formula 138 259
Inversion problems 133 151
Iterated Mellin}Barnes integrals 132 409
Iterative algorithm 138 243
Iterative di!erential equation 139 351
Iterative methods 139 189
Iterative processes 137 201
Iterative re"nement 140 13
Iterative schemes 140 345
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Jacobi matrix 131 35
Jacobi polynomials 138 273
Kantorovich conditions 137 201
Kepler equation 138 335
KPCR 140 369
Krall polynomials 133 647
Kramer sampling theorem 134 13
Kronecker product 140 369
Kronecker}Picard theory 133 545
Krylov subspace methods 140 81
Krzyz conjecture 137 13
¸ spaces 136 357
Lagrange formula 135 225




Lagrange multipliers 140 301
Laguerre polynomial 133 183
134 201
Laguerre polynomials 133 477, 489
Laguerre-type polynomials 133 593
Lanczos method 140 81
Landau problem 137 13
Laplace transform 135 303
Laurent orthogonal polynomials 131 253
Laurent polynomials 140 159
Layer potential 135 313
Legendre polynomials 134 191
Leja points 131 427
LeH vy processes 133 555, 593
Lie algebras 133 555
Limit points of eigenvalues of truncated tridiagonal operators 133 413
Line SOR algorithms 131 89
Linear combination 137 109
Linear complementarity 134 213
Linear complementarity problem 131 1
Linear equation systems 131 89
137 145
Linear equations 140 639
Linear interpolation 136 337
Linear rational interpolation 134 243
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Linear regular functionals 131 457
Linear systems 140 81
Linearization and connection problems 133 579
Linearization problems 133 151
Linearized Euler equations 136 317
Lipschitz}HoK lder continuity 131 149
Little q-Jacobi polynomials 133 647
LMI 136 177
Local convergence 131 281
Local exponentially "tted 132 277
Local methods 140 521
Logarithmic kernel 138 273
Logarithmic potential 133 477
Logarithmic potentials 133 127
Lognormal random "eld 136 109
Low Reynolds number 133 283
LoK wner}Kufarev equation 133 305
Lubrication theory 133 367
Lyapunov constant 132 331
M-FreH chet-di!erentiable operator 131 149
Majorizing sequence 131 149
Many-body system 140 403
Markov chain 132 331
Martingales 133 555
Matching sets and polynomials of paths and polygons 133 455
Mathematical software 140 785
Matrix inversion 136 219
Matrix 134 23
Matrix multisplitting 138 287
Matrix polynomial 133 611
Max-plus limit 131 161
Maxima 131 333
Maximum a posteriori estimator 136 109
Maximum angle condition 135 91
Maximum principle 137 83
Mean convergence 133 277
137 71
Measure data 140 27
Measure of noncompactness 137 363
Measures on the unit circle 131 457
Mechanical damage 137 377
Meixner polynomials 133 423
Mellin transforms 137 77
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Mesh re"nement 131 473
138 151
Micropolar theory 140 773
Microscale 132 431
Minimal energy problems 131 427
Minimization 137 61
Minimum residual method 132 371
Mixed "nite elements 132 371
140 301
Mixed volume 137 213
MoK bius maps 132 467
Modi"ed Bessel functions 140 773
Modi"ed line SOR algorithms 131 89
Modi"ed mountain pass algorithm 131 299
Moment problems 133 13
Moments 140 619
Monotone convergence 131 1
135 325
Monotone iterations 136 227




Monte Carlo methods 132 309
Mortar method 140 727
Moving meshes 140 499
MPDE 134 59
Multidimensional systems 140 639
Multigrid 131 15
Multigrid method 138 21
Multilevel methods 138 151
Multilinear operators 131 149
Multiple delays 136 177
Multistep algorithms 132 83
140 423
Multivariate integration 132 15
Multivariate interpolation 140 521
Multivariate PadeH approximants 136 37
Musical instruments 135 23
(n!1)-symmetric linear functional 133 207
(n!1)-symmetric polynomial sequence 133 207
(n!1)-symmetric set 133 207
Neumann's boundary conditions 138 173
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Neural network 131 343
Neutral delay-di!erential systems 135 125
Neutral di!erence equation 131 333
137 19
Neutral systems 136 177
Newton Cotes quadrature formulae 131 65
Newton diagram 132 409
Newton method 139 197
Newton sum rules 133 495
Newton's method 131 149
137 201, 213, 293
Newton}Raphson method 138 335
NGP-stability 137 279
Nilpotent systems 137 97
Nodes 140 619
Non-Hermitian operators 134 23
Non-hermitian orthogonality 133 477
Non-holonomic constraints 140 403
Non-local condition 135 303
Nonclassical polynomials 136 17
Nonconforming approximations 140 185
Nonconforming methods 140 727
Nonconvex 136 123
Nonlinear boundary conditions 131 267
Nonlinear complementarity problem 131 343
Nonlinear equations 140 119, 785
Nonlinear evolution equations 140 435, 469
Nonlinear Galerkin method 136 163
Nonlinear Klein}Gordon equation 134 37
Nonlinear parabolic equation 137 245
Nonlinear PDEs 131 473
133 373
Nonlinear programming 137 61
Nonlinear projector 140 315
Nonlinear wave equation 134 37
Nonlocal boundary condition 136 227
Nonlocal boundary value problems 138 173
Nonlocal coupling condition 132 141
Nonmonotonic technique 136 73
Nonnegative measure 140 619
Nonoverlapping domain decomposition 132 211
Nonsmooth equations 138 37
Nonstationary Stokes equations 140 727
Nonstationary two-stage iteration 138 287
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Nonsuperconvergence 140 849
Nonuniformly distributed roots of unity 133 295
Nonvanishing holomorphic functions 133 423
Normal compliance 136 369
137 377
Normal modes 135 23
Numerical analysis 135 241
137 377
Numerical approximation 136 123
Numerical convergence 140 27
Numerical integration 131 223
132 309
140 587
Numerical method 136 245
Numerical methods 131 427
140 185
Numerical quadrature 132 1
Numerical simulation 138 297
Numerical solution 136 227, 259
Numerical stability 131 407
137 279
Numerical structure 136 1
Numerical veri"cation 135 79
NystroK m methods 140 345
Nystrom method 134 259
Oblique fault 140 559
Open basis 136 255
Oracles for adaptation 136 357
Order conditions 140 99
Order control 131 473
Orthogonal polynomial 132 33, 357
133 611
Orthogonal polynomials 131 35
133 13, 23, 47, 85, 171, 195,
207, 231, 315, 413,






Orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle 139 75
Orthogonal polynomials with varying weights 137 123
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Orthogonal rational functions 133 241, 635
136 53
Orthonormal expansion 133 445
Orthonormal polynomial 133 277
Orthonormal polynomials 133 445
140 209
Oscillating coe$cient 132 319
Oscillating solutions 132 95
Oscillation criteria 132 319
Oscillation 131 333
137 19
Oscillatory integrand 140 479
Oseen problem 132 211
p and h}p versions of FEM 134 165
p-norm 135 1
PadeH approximants 133 171
PadeH approximation 134 95
139 75
PadeH -approximants of square-root functions 133 519
PadeH -type approximation 134 95
Pairwise independent sampling 139 1
Parabolic equations 132 191
Parabolic 134 143
Parabolic partial di!erential equations 138 173
Parallel and distributed algorithms 133 545
Parallel computing 134 283
Parallel pre-conditioners 134 165
Parallel system 137 83
Parallel time integration 137 229
Parallel virtual machine 133 545
Parallelism across the problem 137 229
Parallelization 140 13
Parametrized measures 136 123
Parametrized nonlinear boundary value problems 132 255
Parasite populations 137 331
Partial di!erential equations 135 241
Partially clamped boundary conditions 136 199
Partitions 140 673
Pendulum 140 823
Performance index 140 119
Periodic boundary conditions 132 341
Periodic boundary value problem 136 189
138 205
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Periodic lattices 133 519
Periodic recurrence coe$cients 133 519
Periodic solutions 132 127
Permanent 136 1
Perron}CaratheH odory continued fraction 139 75
Perturbation technique 132 247
Perturbation theory 137 317
Perturbed coe$cients 136 271
Planar G Hermite interpolation 139 141
Plancherel}Rotach asymptotics 133 141
Point and line SOR algorithms 137 145
Point estimation 136 283
Pointwise control 137 83
Poisson equation 140 369
Pollaczek weight 132 357
Polygonal region 134 1
Polylogarithms 136 389
140 659
Polynomial evaluation 138 185
Polynomial 137 19
Polynomial systems 140 785
Polynomial zeros 136 283
Polynomials orthogonal on several intervals 133 519
Positive de"niteness 133 611
Positive measure 140 159
Positive periodic solution 132 341
Positive solution 139 351
Positive-de"nite matrices 131 161
Positive-de"nite update 137 269
Potential theory 136 317
Power systems 140 119




Primal}dual algorithm 138 127
Pringsheim 132 467
Probability measures 133 23
Product quadrature rules 140 209
Projection approximation 140 13
Proper splitting, convergence 137 317
Psi function 136 389
139 215
Psi function 140 659
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Pythagorean hodograph quintic 138 109
q-Appel polynomials 131 253
q-di!erence equations 135 157
q-Di!erence equations 135 197
q-Hahn tableau 136 99
q-Jacobi polynomials 136 99
q-Krall polynomials 133 647
q-orthogonal polynomials 133 355
q-Rodrigues formula 135 157, 197
QR decomposition 132 71
Quadratic programming 140 245





Quadrature rule 140 479
Quadratures with multiple nodes 140 619
Quantum information entropies 133 23
Quantum phase space 133 657
Quasi-Monte Carlo integration 132 33
Quasi-Monte Carlo methods 132 309
Quasi-Newton equation 137 269
Quasi-Newton updates 134 269
Quasi-orthogonal polynomials 131 35
Quasilinear problems 137 257
Quasilinearization Quadratic convergence 132 399
Quasistatic frictional contact 137 377
Radial basis functions 140 521
Random matrices 133 127
Random recurrence 132 331
Random walks 133 341
Range-restricted interpolation 136 135
Rate of convergence 133 315
140 159
Rational approximation 133 383
Rational FejeH r quadrature 133 111
Rational Gauss 133 111
Rational moment problem 133 241
Rational quadrature rules for Cauchy principal value integrals 133 111
Rational quadrature rules 133 111
Rational Runge}Kutta formulae 140 231
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Raviart}Thomas spaces 132 371
Razumikhin technique 131 55
Reaction}di!usion equation 136 163
Reaction}di!usion equations 137 245
Reaction}di!usion 131 381
136 227
Real coe$cient nonvanishing function 139 129
Reconstruction of the relaxation modulus 131 445
Reconstuction 137 49
Recorder 135 23
Recurrence relations 139 275
Recurrent method 136 219
Reduced systems 131 15
Re#ection coe$cients 133 171
Reformulation 131 343
Regular singular point 140 773
Regularization 132 83
Relaxation schemes 138 93
Relaxation systems 138 93
Remainder term 133 111
Reproducing kernel Hilbert space 133 611
Residual based 135 241
Resolvent equations 135 111
Resonance 133 163
Resonant Hermite equation 133 163
Resonant Legendre equation 133 163
Reynolds equation 133 367
Richardson extrapolation 132 331
139 49
Riemann zeta function 136 389
140 659
Riemann}Hilbert problem 133 47
RK additive methods 140 99
Robust numerical integration 139 1
Robustness 140 837
Root-"nding 140 695
Rothe's method 138 347
Rounding error 138 185
Row-"nite system 137 363
Ruijgrok}Wu model 134 343
Runge}Kutta methods 138 219
140 231
Runge}Kutta with continuous extensions 137 279
Runge}Kutta}NystroK m 132 107
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s- and -orthogonal polynomials 140 619
S-conservative methods 140 231
Saddle point problems 139 189
Scattered data 136 135
Scattering and propagation operators 131 445
Scattering 137 49
Schroedinger equation 136 17
Schur complement 139 21
Schur #ow 139 75
Second- and fourth-order di!erential equations 133 195
Self-adjoint operators 133 85
Self-scaling and extra-updating techniques 134 269
Semi-discrete scheme 136 369
Semiclassical orthogonal polynomials 131 457
Semidiscretization in space 135 135
Semilinear equations 131 497
Semilinear parabolic equations 135 135
Semismooth 138 127
Separation of variables 134 301
Series expansions 133 567
Series solutions in closed form 140 773
Shallow water 137 1
Shanks transformation 135 41
Shishkin mesh 138 21
Shishkin-type mesh 137 257
Shooting for eigenfunctions 132 443
Shooting method 132 127
Shout options 134 213
Sign-changing solution 131 299
Signal denoising wavelet packets 136 357
Similarity 132 51
Similarity measure 132 51
Similarity solution 133 367
Simply supported boundary conditions 136 199
Simpson's rule 134 1
Simultaneous methods 136 283
Singular integral 134 85
Singular perturbation 131 381
137 257
138 21
Singular perturbations 132 155
Singular two-point boundary value problem 136 337
Singular-value decomposition 132 71
134 23
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Singular-value expansion 134 23
Singularity 140 119, 695
Singularly perturbed 132 277
Singularly perturbed convection-di!usion problem 134 283
Singularly perturbed Volterra integro-di!erential equations 140 381
Size-structured population models 137 331
SD leszynH ski 132 467
Slow motion 132 155
Smoothing estimate 136 109
Smoothing 138 347
Sobolev inner products 133 231
Sobolev orthogonal polynomials 133 141
Sobolev orthogonality 133 579
Sobolev spaces 133 85
Sobolev-type orthogonal polynominal 133 183
Solar magnetohydrodynamics 140 435
Solitary waves 140 469
Sonine's "nite integral 134 201
Source terms 137 1
Sparse approximate inverse 138 73
Sparse linear system 136 1
Sparse matrices 131 89
137 145
Special functions 131 195
133 13, 373, 545
Spectral and pseudospectral methods 139 275
Spectral method 134 243
139 21
Spectral methods 136 17
Spectral radius 132 461
Spectral transformations 131 253
Spectrum of tridiagonal operators 133 413
Speed up 137 229
Spherical harmonics 133 657
137 213
Spherical obstacles 133 283




Splitting method 137 1
Splitting methods 135 111
Splitting scheme 134 343
Stability 131 55, 343




Stability of stationary solutions 131 497
Stabilized "nite elements 132 211
Starlike 139 299
Starting algorithms 140 345
Stationary transonic aerodynamic problems 136 317
Stefan problem 138 347
Steiner minimum trees 138 127
Step size control 138 297
Stieltjes 133 397
Stieltjes}Wigert polynomials 133 127
Sti! ODEs 137 229
Stirling's formulas 135 225
Stochastic di!erential equations 131 407
138 219, 297
Stochastic processes 133 593
Stokes #ow 133 283
Stokes problem 140 301
Storage scheme 136 1
Stormer formula 134 301
Strong distributions 133 315
Structure formula 136 99
Sturm}Liouville equation 136 17
Sturm}Liouville problem 132 443
Subdivision algorithm 137 293
Subproper splitting 137 317
Subspace identi"cation 132 71
Sum of norms 138 127
Superconvergence 140 849
Superlinear convergence 137 269
Superlinear convergence rate 138 37
Superlinear elliptic equation 131 299
Support function 137 213
Symbol 133 263
Symbolic computation 140 823
Symmetric and nonsymmetric matrices 137 145
Symmetric formulation 134 165
Symmetrically coherent pairs 133 141
Symmetry-preserving discretization 140 751
SzegoK polynomial 133 535
Szego quadrature 132 1
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Tanh series solution method 140 469
Tension spline 140 381
Tessellation 140 867
Test functions 140 119
The BFGS method 134 269
The Landau problem 139 129
The rate deformation tensor 140 301
Theta function 139 239
Third-order problem 132 247
Three-dimensional heat equation 135 303
Three-term relation 131 35
Thresholding of wavelet coe$cients 136 357
Time evolution partial di!erential equations 134 243
Time-frequency 133 601
Toeplitz determinant 133 535
139 239
Toeplitz matrix 140 315
Topological degree theory 133 545
Topology 136 255
Total angular momentum 140 403
Totally monotonic (oscillating) sequence 135 41
Transformation formulae 139 65
Transformation group 139 65
Transitivity 132 51
Travelling wave solutions 140 469
Triangular and tetrahedral meshes 140 673
Triangular norm 132 51
Tridiagonal operators 133 413
Trimmed surface 140 867
Truncation Error Bounds 132 467
Turning points 132 255
140 119
Two-dimensional heat equation 138 173
Two-point PadeH approximants 140 159
Two-point PadeH -type approximation 133 315
Ultra spherical polynomials 135 293
Ultraspherical polynomials 133 387
139 275
Unconstrained optimization 134 269
Undetermined coe$cients 134 59
Uniform convergence 131 381
134 283
Uniform estimate of the remainder 135 225
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Univalent 139 299
Unstructured grid 131 473
Upper and lower solution 136 189
138 205
Uzawa algorithm 139 189
Variable structure systems 132 127
Variance functions 133 555
Variance reduction 132 309
Variation 132 309
Variational analysis 137 377
Variational form 135 63
Variational inequalities 135 111
Variational inequality 136 369
137 377
Variational problem 135 313
Variational problems 136 123
Vertical fault 140 559
Viscoelastic material 136 369
137 377
Viscoelastic medium 131 445
VLSL design 138 127
Volterra integral equation 131 445
Volterra integral equations 140 381, 537
Von KaH rmaH n equations 136 199
Wastewater treatment 140 27
Wave equation 138 309
Wave impedance mismatch 131 445
Wave number 137 49
Wavelet 132 33
Weak approximation 138 219
Weak numerical schemes 138 219
Weak zero asymptotics 133 477
Weakly biharmonic 135 313
Weakly singular integrals 131 223
Weakly singular kernel 140 13, 537
Weber}Schafheitlin integral and its generalizations 137 77
Weighted approximation 132 357
133 277
137 71
Weighted Lebesgue functions 133 429
Weighted max}norm 131 1
Weights 140 619
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Well posedness of continuity boundary conditions 134 165
Weyl}Bessel transform 133 263
White noise functional 132 33
Wiener}Ito( decomposition 132 33
Wigner}Bessel transform 133 263
Worpitzky 131 143
Wronskians 133 331




Zeros of analytic functions 140 713
Zeros of hypergeometric polynomials 131 243
Zeros of orthogonal polynomials 133 331
Zeros of polynomials 133 397
Zeros of singular values 134 23
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